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I. INTRODUCTION

A dialogue concerning the intersection between the patent system and the antitrust laws has endured since the early 1940s. Today, in the era of the “new economy,” issues related to the intersection of the patent system and the antitrust laws are as pressing as ever due to their enormous impact on innovation. Consequently, scholars, practitioners, governmental agencies, and other relevant stakeholders have devoted a great deal of attention to the intersection between the two laws and engaged in dynamic discussions designed to explore their complex
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1. JOSEPH SCHUMPETER, CAPITALISM, SOCIALISM AND DEMOCRACY (1942).
relationship. In this article, I explain the interaction between the two laws and describe the ways in which these two extremely important areas of government regulation are and are not in tension. I argue that the conflict between the two laws is overstated, but the proper balance is far from being found. The reason for that is a notion that the current state of the patent system is more of a hindrance than a spur to innovation and competition due to overprotection and broadening of patent rights, lowering of standards to grant patents, chronic inefficiency of the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) that issues far too many “questionable” patents and, as a result of all that, the skyrocketing number of issued patents.

Furthermore, I propose that any meaningful attempt to improve the current state of the patent system must center on the fact that patentees seek patents under many circumstances, rather than only when they wish to protect a newly developed technology from imitation and exploit it commercially. It is now known that most firms rely on patents the least among a variety of methods for protecting the returns from their


inventions and that in no industry are patents identified as the most effective appropriability mechanism.5 Because of the current state of the patent system, patents have become largely a strategic tool that patentees can use solely for anticompetitive reasons, such as blocking competitors’ development activities, protecting against infringement suits, and using patents as leverage in negotiations over technology rights.6 My argument is that preventing reliance on patents for anticompetitive reasons that do not concomitantly advance the “Progress of Science and useful Arts”7 is crucial for the improvement of the patent system and striking the balance with antitrust laws. We are mistaken to believe that seeking an optimal level of patent protection and improving the efficiency of the PTO by raising its budget and providing more qualified patent examiners will be enough to improve the patent system and preclude reliance on patents for “illegitimate” reasons because “patents are either too weak or too strong”8 and “improper patents will always be issued,”9 regardless of how efficient the PTO might be.

Commentators have described the current state of the patent system as a “perfect storm.”10 However, it is more like a fire that keeps burning down the city of innovation. Trying to resolve the problem and prevent the fire from spreading by merely providing more fire trucks and firemen to the fire department, or making it much more difficult to obtain pyrotechnical devices is naive. While those measures are certainly important, the problem will not be resolved until it is determined who is perpetrating the fire and how and why. Only then an adequate response and meaningful punishments can be implemented in order to deter future wrongdoings. This article, therefore, argues in favor of allowing a more extensive inquiry into the patentee’s subjective

5. COHEN ET AL., supra note 4, at 3, 6.
6. Id. at 17.
7. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
intent for patenting, which is fairly limited under the current law in both pre-grant and post-grant issues. In particular, this article suggests that competition policy with a focus on antitrust intent should be considered in the initial review of patent applications, and the approach to intent standards in post-grant issues must be more objective across the board, so that antitrust law’s “swords” can be used more often in patent cases involving allegations of patentee’s misconduct in order to deter future misconducts. However, this article does not suggest by any means that antitrust competition authorities should assume responsibilities in the initial review of patent applications, or that the patentee’s “improper” subjective intent for patenting should make a perfectly valid patent unenforceable. To the contrary, my argument is that the patentee’s subjective intent for patenting should not be viewed as a red light at the intersection between the patent system and antitrust laws, but it must be an important arrow that directs the traffic when other signs are invisible. I use *Dippin’ Dots Inc. v. Mosey*, arguably the second most controversial patent case of the last decade, to illustrate this point and to explain the cost of the current approach to intent standards in patents.\(^{11}\)

The Article is divided as follows. Part II provides a historical overview of goals and policy behind both the patent system and antitrust laws. Part III underlines the areas of actual conflict between the two laws. Part IV explores possible adjustments that could reduce the conflict between the two laws and lead to a proper balance.

---

II. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

A. Goals and Policy Behind Antitrust Laws

The federal antitrust laws first saw the light of day in the last half of the 19th century. During that period, industrialization was in full-swing in the United States and the common law was deemed inadequate to deal with the growth of trusts, such as John D. Rockefeller’s Standard Oil Trust formed in 1882, cartels and industrial monopolies that were becoming strong enough to influence prices and outputs and create inefficiencies. Consequently, Congress enacted the Sherman Act in 1890 as a legislative response to new conditions in the marketplace. The Sherman Act prohibited unreasonable agreements in restraint of trade under section I, and monopolizing, attempts to monopolize, and combinations or conspiracies to monopolize under section II in interstate commerce. The Sherman Act went significantly further than common law because it established, among other things, absolute prohibitions enforceable by private damage actions. Subsequently, Congress added amendments to the Sherman Act at various times through 1950 to strengthen it. The most important of these amendments are the Clayton Act of 1914, the Robinson-Patman Act of 1936, and Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914.

What the main goals of antitrust are has never been clearly articulated, due to the fact that the U.S. competition statutes are not clear about their goals. The Supreme Court has described the language of the

16. Id. at § 2.
17. See Id. at § 7.
18. 15 U.S.C. § 12 (2010). In addition to tightening legal standards of the Sherman Act, the Clayton Act prohibits exclusive dealing arrangements, tie-in sales, or mergers where the effect may be to substantially lessen the competition or to create a monopoly. Clayton Act of 1914, ch. 323, §§ 2-7, 38 Stat. 730 (1914).
20. Id. §§ 41-51 (prohibiting unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce or unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce).
U.S. competition laws as having “a generality and adaptability comparable to that found . . . in constitutional provisions.”\textsuperscript{21} Consequently, U.S. competition policy has never had one exclusive goal. Rather, it has had a different set of goals that reflected the political, social and economic concerns at the particular historical moment. These goals centered around limiting large concentrations of economic power and dispersing economic and political power,\textsuperscript{22} protecting small businesses,\textsuperscript{23} protecting individual autonomy and economic opportunity,\textsuperscript{24} and protecting labor.\textsuperscript{25}

Today, there is widespread consensus that the main purpose of the U.S. antitrust laws is to ensure a competitive market.\textsuperscript{26} Commentators

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{21} Appalachian Coals, Inc. v. United States, 288 U.S. 344, 359-60 (1933).
\item \textsuperscript{22} Congress was concerned about the monopoly power of the great industrial trusts. \textit{See}, e.g., 51 CONG. REC. 14,222 (1914) (remarks of Sen. Thompson) (noting that giant corporations had a "monopoly upon practically everything we produce, everything we eat and wear, and everything we use in the construction of the homes in which we live . . . "). Congress also believed that trusts sought not only industrial domination, but “political supremacy.” Some members of Congress feared that the wealthy and privileged few would usurp political power, leading to socialism "as the properties of all the people pass into the hands of a few trust magnates." \textit{See} 51 CONG. REC. 9167 (1914) (remarks of Rep. Nelson).
\item \textsuperscript{23} \textit{See} 51 CONG. REC. 14,217 (1914) (remarks of Sen. Thompson) ("The trust wave swept over the country like a terrible cyclone, causing greater loss and destruction of property accumulated by individual effort than all of the storms and cyclones that have occurred since the flood. Men who had devoted a lifetime to a particular trade or business found themselves bankrupt in a single night and, what was really worse, left in an entirely helpless condition . . . "). At times, the courts have even suggested that protecting small business supersedes even consumers’ interests in lower prices. \textit{See} United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Ass’n, 166 U.S. 290, 323 (1897), \textit{overruled by} Fisher v. City of Berkeley, 37 Cal. 3d 644 (1984).
\item \textsuperscript{24} Members of Congress viewed competition and dispersed power as the “best environment for the advancement and the welfare of mankind in the individual initiative, the individual independence, and the individual responsibility.” \textit{See} 51 CONG. REC. 9167 (1914) (remarks of Rep. Nelson). Some viewed competition law’s purpose as “encouraging investment, encouraging intelligent action and opportunity, but with the old Democratic principle underlying it all – ‘Equal rights to all and special privileges to none.’” \textit{Id.} at 9270 (remarks of Rep. Carlin). These concerns were equally evident around 1950 when the disappearance of small firms was viewed as threatening the fabric of a decentralized democracy and depriving individuals of control over their lives. \textit{See} 95 CONG. REC. 11,493 (1949) (remarks of Sen. Carroll); \textit{id.} at 11,485 (remarks of Rep. Celler).
\item \textsuperscript{25} It was believed that the trusts enjoyed a substantial degree of protection from strikes because of their economic strength. \textit{See} EARL W. KINTNER, THE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE FEDERAL ANTITRUST LAWS AND RELATED STATUTES 993 (1978). It was argued that an unintended consequence of the Sherman Act was its use by federal courts to enjoin strikes and limit the ability of workers to organize. \textit{Id.} Congress corrected this in the Clayton Act when it declared that labor organizations are not conspiracies in restraint of trade and made clear that workers could act jointly in bargaining with employers without fear of prosecution under the antitrust laws. 15 U.S.C. § 17 (2010).
\item \textsuperscript{26} As stated in the DOJ/FTC International Guidelines: “For more than a century, the U.S. antitrust laws have stood as the ultimate protector of the competitive process that underlies our free
have used an aphorism ‘protect competition, not competitors’ articulated by the Supreme Court to successfully reorient the goals of antitrust laws. 27 However, interpreting competition has often troubled courts and commentators. Judge Bork has suggested in his book The Antitrust Paradox that competition should be interpreted as a ‘term of art, designating any state of affairs in which consumer welfare cannot be increased by moving to an alternative state of affairs through judicial decree.’ 28 Subsequently, consumer welfare has emerged as a main goal of antitrust, and behavior was not deemed anticompetitive absent consumer harm. 29 However, the courts and commentators still disagree over how broadly or how narrowly consumer welfare should be interpreted. 30 This debate has particularly escalated in the wake of the fairly recent Supreme Court decision in Weyerhaeuser Co. v. Ross-Simmons Hardwood Lumber Co., where the court examined the issue of whether the same legal standards should be applied in monopoly and monopsony cases. 31

Monopsony is the “mirror image” of monopoly, but on the demand side of the curve. 32 It is essentially power over suppliers, not consumers.


31. See Weyerhaeuser Co. v. Ross-Simmons Hardwood Lumber Co., 549 U.S. 312, 315 (2007). In Weyerhaeuser, a large saw mill operator in the Pacific Northwest was accused of driving out its rivals by simultaneously bidding up the price of inputs (alder saw logs) and cutting the prices on the output (alder lumber). Id. at 315-16.
Some commentators have described it as an upstream market power in input markets, “the circumstance in which the demand side of a market is sufficiently concentrated that buyers can exercise market power over sellers.” Others simply define buyer power as a factor which “enables a firm or a group of firms to obtain from a supplier more favorable terms than those available to other buyers.” Under this approach, if the buyer (e.g., a retailer) can force sellers (e.g., suppliers) to reduce price below the level that would emerge in a competitive market, a buyer has market power. Commentators often use Wal-Mart as an example of a firm that has buyer power over its suppliers. Since buyer power is an upstream power in inputs markets that actually harms suppliers but potentially enhances consumer welfare, the issue becomes whether the conduct on the buy side of the market should be treated just as strictly as conduct on the sell side of the market. The Court in *Weyerhaeuser* held that conduct on the buy side of the market should be reviewed as stringently as conduct on the sell side of the market even if there is no direct consumer harm because illegal exercise of buyer power can in the long run be just as harmful to consumers as anticompetitive conduct occurring in the output market.

The decision in *Weyerhaeuser* has implications on the debate about whether the narrow interpretation of consumer welfare standard is in accordance with antitrust goals and policies. Commentators have long

34. That is, a firm’s ability to achieve “more favorable terms” from suppliers than from other buyers. See Margaret Bloom, *Retailer Buyer Power*, 2001 FORDHAM CORP. L. INST. 395, 397 (B. Hawk ed., 2000).
35. Id. 396-97.
36. Stephanie Wagner, Note, *Big Box Living Wage Ordinances: Upholding Our Constitutive Commitment to a Remunerative Job*, 15 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. & POL’Y 359, 368 (2008) (arguing that Wal-Mart, due to its immense market share, has the ability to demand prices from its suppliers, essentially wielding monopsony power in the marketplace because it can act as a sole buyer, giving it the power to tell suppliers what price Wal-Mart is willing to pay them).
37. To address this issue, some commentators argued that “[w]here buyer conduct clearly harms suppliers but does not benefit consumers, the impact on suppliers should be dispositive.” See Kirkwood, *supra* note 30. See also Telecor Commc’ns, Inc. v. Sw. Bell Tel. Co., 305 F.3d 1124, 1133-34 (10th Cir. 2002). On the other hand, at least one court has held that in cases involving conduct that clearly harms suppliers but consumers might benefit from it, the impact on consumers is decisive. Baltimore Cinema, Inc. v. Allied Artist Pictures Corp., 885 F.2d 313, 317 (6th Cir. 1989) (holding that an agreement among film distributors to refrain from bidding against each other for films was not illegal because it might increase consumer welfare by lowering prices).
proposed a broader interpretation of “consumer welfare,” something akin to “total welfare,” and argued that seeking efficiencies is the best way to enhance consumer welfare. 40 The efficiencies approach suggests that the long-run interest of consumers in the benefits from efficiencies may be as important as their immediate interest in lower prices. 41 Professor Brodley has articulated three types of efficiencies that ultimately increase consumer welfare—production, innovation, and allocative efficiencies. 42 Although it seems that antitrust authorities have acknowledged that competition policy may not have a single goal and are working to accommodate the goals of enhancing efficiencies and promoting consumer welfare, it was suggested that “delayed benefits from efficiencies (due to delay in the achievement of, or the realization of consumer benefits from, the efficiencies) will be given less weight because they are less proximate and more difficult to predict.” 43 Nevertheless, the current goal of antitrust can be summarized as promoting consumer welfare by enhancing efficiencies.

B. Goals and Policy Behind Patent Laws

The roots of intellectual property in the United States stem from the U.S. Constitution where the Framers authorized Congress “To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to...
Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries. The Patent Act of 1790 was the first act enacted by Congress and, for the first time in American history, the law gave inventors rights to their creations. The Patent Act of 1790 defined the subject matter of a U.S. patent as “any useful art, manufacture, engine, machine, or device, or any improvement thereon not before known or used” and granted the applicant “the sole and exclusive right and liberty of making, constructing, using and vending to others to be used” of his invention, for a period of fourteen years. Over the period of the last two centuries, the requirements of novelty, utility, non-obviousness, and the period of patents have been developed through patent law reforms.

44. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
46. Id.

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless-
(a) the invention was known or used by others in this country, or patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof 4 the applicant for patent, or
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States, or
(c) he has abandoned the invention, or
(d) the invention was first patented or caused to be patented, or was the subject of an inventor’s certificate, by the applicant or his legal representatives or assigns in a foreign country prior to the date of the application for patent in this country on an application for patent or inventor’s certificate filed more than twelve months before the filing of the application in the United States, or
(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for the purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language; or
(f) he did not himself invent the subject matter sought to be patented, or
(g)(l) during the course of an interference conducted under section 135 or section 291, another inventor involved therein establishes, to the extent permitted in section 104, that before such person’s invention thereof the invention was made by such other inventor and not abandoned, suppressed or concealed, or (2) before such person's invention thereof, the invention was made in this country by another inventor who had not abandoned, suppressed, or concealed it. In determining priority of invention under this subsection, there shall be considered not only the respective dates of conception and reduction to practice of the invention, but also the reasonable diligence of one who was
Ever since the early beginnings of the intellectual property laws, commentators and scholars have been arguing over whether it is justified to give exclusive rights in intellectual property, given that intellectual property is not like other kinds of property. A great amount of scholarly work has been devoted to the debate over whether intellectual property should be considered a property like other kinds of property, and it is now an accepted view that intellectual property is just another form of property and should be treated no different than other kinds of property. In addition to an argument that intellectual property is a first to conceive and last to reduce to practice, from a time prior to conception by the other.


49. Rule, supra note 48, at 367. The federal antitrust enforcement agencies have endorsed the property-rights approach in their guidelines for the licensing of all “intellectual property,” taking as their basic approach the view that “the same general antitrust principles” should apply to conduct involving “intellectual property” as apply to conduct involving “any other form of tangible or intangible property.” See DOJ & FTC, Antitrust Guidelines for the Licensing of Intellectual Property, § 2.1, at 3 (Apr. 6, 1995), http://www.ftc.gov/bc/0558.pdf; 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH), supra note 48, ¶ 13,132, § 2.1, at 20,733.
property no different than other kinds of property, scholars and theorists have often used the utilitarian or economic incentive framework to justify giving exclusive rights to inventors. The theory is that giving investors exclusive rights in intellectual property creates incentives to invent that otherwise would not be there.

The extensive debate over justification for exclusive rights in intellectual property has raised the question whether intellectual property laws really are about property rights or about promoting innovation. The fact that intellectual property is considered just another kind of property makes it difficult to argue that intellectual property laws are not about property rights; however, commentators have vigorously argued that intellectual property is about promoting innovation. In order to support their position, those who argue that intellectual property is about promoting innovation often point to the language of the Constitution and requirements for obtaining intellectual property rights, arguing that they are designed to create incentives to innovate and, ultimately, to promote innovation. This position has been supported by the Supreme Court, which made clear that in the patent context, the ultimate purpose of the act is to promote innovation:

[The] purpose [of patent power] has two dimensions. Most obviously the grant of exclusive rights to their respective writings and discoveries is intended to encourage the creativity of “Authors and Inventors.” But the requirement that those exclusive grants be for “limited Times” serves the ultimate purpose of promoting the “Progress of Science and useful Arts” by guaranteeing that those innovations will enter the public domain as soon as the period of exclusivity expires.

Furthermore, the landmark decision in Mazer v. Stein made it piercingly clear that although patent statutes are designed to strongly reward the owner of patents rights in order to encourage inventions, patent statutes make reward to the owner a secondary consideration.

50. See First, supra note 48 (providing an extensive background and discussion on this issue).
52. See First, supra note 48.
53. First, supra note 48.
“The copyright law, like the patent statutes, makes reward to the owner a secondary consideration.” However, it is “intended definitely to grant valuable, enforceable rights to authors, publishers, etc., without burdensome requirements; ‘to afford greater encouragement to the production of literary [or artistic] works of lasting benefit to the world.’” The economic philosophy behind the clause empowering Congress to grant patents and copyrights is the conviction that encouragement of individual effort by personal gain is the best way to advance public welfare through the talents of authors and inventors in “Science and useful Arts.” Sacrificial days devoted to such creative activities deserve rewards commensurate with the services rendered.56

Clearly, the idea that the purpose of intellectual property laws is primarily to promote innovations and secondarily to reward the property rights owners is now deeply embedded in intellectual property law.

III. CONFLICTS BETWEEN THE PATENT SYSTEM AND ANTITRUST LAWS

Are the patent system and antitrust laws in conflict? Is there a tension between the need to protect the rights of intellectual property owners and the need to protect consumers? At first sight, the patent system and antitrust laws appear to be in conflict because the patent system gives to the owners of patent rights a right to exclude competitors for a limited number of years, while antitrust laws protect robust competition. However, modern thinking has dismantled the concept that antitrust and intellectual property are in conflict, and the common view is that the two bodies of law are complementary and are designed to promote innovations and enhance consumer welfare.57 Ward Bowman has offered arguably one of the most persuasive and comprehensive

499 U.S. 340, 349 (1991). See also Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984) (“The monopoly privileges . . . [are not] primarily designed to provide a special private benefit. Rather, the limited grant . . . is intended to motivate the creative activity of authors and inventors by the provision of a special reward . . . .”) (rejecting claim of copyright liability arising out of the sale of VCRs), superseded by statute, Digital Millennium Copyright Act, Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860 (1998).


interpretations of the interaction between the patent system and antitrust laws. In his book *Patent and Antitrust Law: A Legal and Economic Appraisal*, Bowman argues:

In terms of the economic goals sought, the supposed opposition between these laws is lacking. Both antitrust law and patent law have a common central economic goal: to maximize wealth by producing what consumers want at the lowest cost. In serving this common goal, reconciliation between patent and antitrust law involves serious problems of assessing effects, but not conflicting purposes. Antitrust law does not demand competition under all circumstances. Quite properly, it permits monopoly when monopoly makes for greater output than would the alternative of an artificially fragmented (inefficient) industry. The patent monopoly fits directly into this scheme insofar as its central aim is achieved. It is designed to provide something which consumers value and which they could not have at all or have as abundantly were no patent protection afforded. . . .

. . . .

The goal of both antitrust law and patent law is to maximize allocative efficiency (making what consumers want) and productive efficiency (making these goods with the fewest scarce resources). In achieving this goal under either antitrust or patent law the detriment to be avoided is output restriction. This may arise from monopolization which diverts production from more urgent to less urgent use or from legal rules requiring inefficient methods of production. The evil then may be viewed as net output restriction after efficiency increases are accounted for. Both antitrust and patent law seek output expansion not output restriction. Competition deserves support insofar as it brings about this result. And so it is with patents. The temporary monopoly afforded by a patent, once a particular invention has come into being, will have all the output-restrictive disabilities of any monopoly. The argument for patents is that without this temporary monopoly there would be insufficient profit incentives to produce the invention, and that because an invention is profitable only if consumers are willing to pay what the patentee charges, the consumers are therefore better off than they would be without the invention, even if they are charged “monopoly” prices. If this is so, a trade-off (some monopoly restraint for greater output in the long run) is in the interest of socially desirable resource allocation. An appraisal of alleged conflicts between antitrust law and patent law depends upon understanding the role of profits in

According to this approach, the two laws have the same goal and are not in conflict at all. Rather, they are complementary efforts to promote an efficient marketplace and long-run, dynamic competition through innovation. The Supreme Court in \textit{Atari Games Corp. v. Nintendo of America, Inc.} has also embraced this concept: "the two bodies of law are actually complementary, as both are aimed at encouraging innovation, industry and competition."\footnote{See, e.g., Atari Games Corp. v. Nintendo of Am., 897 F.2d 1572, 1576 (Fed. Cir. 1990).} "Without intellectual property rights, the incentive to invest and innovate would be greatly diminished. That result would be contrary to the very purpose of the antitrust laws, which is to promote the well-being of consumers by spurring efficiency, innovation, and investment."\footnote{See DOJ, supra note 51.}

Arguably, the two laws are complementary, at least in theory, and have the same goal—to promote fair competition and to bring innovation to consumers. Nonetheless, it is indisputable that the two laws take very different routes to get to their goals: antitrust laws via robust competition in the marketplace, the patent system via the right to exclude competition for a limited number of years in order to protect the ability to earn a return on the investments necessary to innovate.\footnote{See DiscoVision Assoc. v. Disc Mfg. Inc., 42 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1749, No. 95-345-SLR, 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7507, at *24 (D. Del. Apr. 3, 1997).} Although both systems spur competition among rivals and seek to promote innovation, it is too ambitious to say that the two laws are always complimentary and never in conflict. The conflict between the two laws occurs when one of the laws gets out of its lane and gets in the way of another and, consequentially, hinders competition and innovation. Throughout recent years, the two laws were fairly active in attempting to keep each other in the proper lane, and that has greatly helped to reduce the conflict between the two laws.\footnote{Tremendous progress has been made in attempting to reduce the conflict between the two laws, primarily in post-grant issues, that is, what can you do with the patent once you get it. See, e.g., id. Also, antitrust authorities issued Intellectual Property Guidelines in 1995. See Antitrust Guidelines for the Licensing of Intellectual Property, supra note 49.}

Nonetheless, there are still many ongoing concerns, and the proper balance between the two laws is yet to be found.
To begin with, the general sentiment is that patent rights are getting overprotected, while the standards to grant patents are lowering. Consequently, commentators argue that this expansion of patent rights not only makes protecting the property rights of inventors a primary consideration, but it also stagnates innovation, which ought to be the primary consideration of intellectual property laws. As put by Harvard professor John Lerner during his testimony before a House subcommittee:

"We’ve moved toward this litigious point over the past two decades as the courts strengthened the rights of patent holders while the standards to grant patents were weakened. It’s a ‘perfect storm,’ a complex and intensifying combination of factors that increasingly makes the patent system a hindrance rather than a spur to innovation."

Scholars also argue that overly expansive patent protection and overly excessive patents weaken innovation by unnecessarily shrinking the public domain and deterring innovative activity by others. Overall, the general consensus is that protection of intellectual property in general, and patents in particular, is totally out of control.

Furthermore, there are widespread and growing concerns about the patent application process. The notion is that the PTO issues far too many “questionable” patents that are unlikely to be found valid based on a thorough review of the sort one sees in patent litigation. As Shapiro and Lemley have pointed out:

---

63. See Chabrow, supra note 10.
64. See, e.g., Lemley, Property, Intellectual Property, and Free Riding, supra note 48, at 1058-59. Lemley was writing only with respect to over breadth, but his reasoning applies to loose patentability standards, as well. See also First, supra note 48.
65. See Chabrow, supra note 10.
66. Herbert Hovenkamp, The Antitrust Enterprise: Principle and Execution 249 (2005). See also Christopher R. Leslie, Antitrust and Patent Law as Component Parts of Innovation Policy, 34 Iowa J. Corp. L. 1259 (2009). The business method patents are particularly controversial. For example, a patent has been issued for “Methods of Promoting Sleep Systems,” which covers a “method for selecting a sleep system” by “positioning a person on a mattress in a lying position,” extending one of their arms, positioning a pillow “underneath the person’s head,” and then forcefully moving the arm towards the person’s feet. As explained in the patent:

"Finding the correct mattress can be a difficult task. Within the United States there are literally hundreds of makes and models of mattresses, such as firm mattress[es], plush mattresses, and the like. Selecting a mattress that will provide an appropriate degree of comfort and/or support to meet a person’s needs can be especially challenging."

67. See First, supra note 48.
There are good reasons to doubt the efficiency of a system for granting patents under which 1) patents differ greatly in their commercial significance and value; 2) patent applicants are uncertain about the value of their ideas, but have far superior information to examiners; 3) patent applicants often have superior information as well about prior art, but are under no obligation to conduct a search for the relevant prior art; 4) patent applicants can persist repeatedly through the continuation process in seeking to have certain claims accepted by patent examiners; 5) the burden of proof falls upon the PTO to explain why a patent application will not be granted; and 6) patent examiners are faced with a flood of applications and have little time to devote to each one.68

The inefficiencies of the patent application process coupled with overprotection and expansion of patent rights have contributed to another problem: the skyrocketing number of issued patents.69 At first it might seem that the skyrocketing number of issued patents is not necessarily something to be worried about. After all, more patents mean more innovations right? Ideally yes, but in reality that is not the case because a large amount of patents have a little or no value.70 On the other hand, the skyrocketing number of issued patents can also have very negative effects on competition and innovation. Commentators point out that the patent explosion could injure competition and impede innovation by making it more difficult for rival inventors to sell competing products. According to Professor Carl Shapiro, a “patent thicket” has formed, which he describes as “a dense web of overlapping intellectual property rights that a company must hack its way through in order to actually commercialize new technology.”71 Firms in certain industries are said to fear that it is “all too easy” to infringe another patent accidentally and thereby risk liability.72 The testimony of an executive from Texas Instruments illustrates why: “TI has something like 8000 patents in the United States that are active patents, and for us to know what's in that portfolio, we think, is just a mind-boggling,
budget-busting exercise to try to figure that out with any degree of accuracy at all.”

If a company with the resources of Texas Instruments cannot afford to know even what it has in its own patent portfolio, one can imagine how hard it could be for small potential entrants to determine their risks of triggering a patent infringement lawsuit.

Due to the current state of the patent system, commentators keep debating over what can be done to improve the current state of the patent system. The debate generally centers around well-worn discussions over how to strike an optimal level of patent protection and how to improve the patent applications process. These debates are not new. For example, President Johnson established a Commission on the Patent System in 1965 “To Promote the Progress of . . . Useful Arts” that made thirty-five recommendations on how to improve the patent system, and the majority of concerns were almost identical to current ones.

As evinced by the statement of President Johnson upon releasing the report of the President's Commission on the Patent System, even the rhetoric was almost identical to current debates, and his statement was made forty-five years ago. Through the years, a number of scholars and policymakers have continued proposing meaningful reforms designed to limit the scope of patent protection and to improve the patent application process in order to reduce the number of improperly issued patents without causing genuine innovators to be denied patents. Some of

74. See generally DOJ & FTC, supra note 2; DOJ, supra note 2; FTC, supra note 2; GILBERT, supra note 2.
77. Some of the suggestions include the need to improve patent quality, arguing that the patent applications should be subjected to more rigorous scrutiny at patent offices to make certain that they meet the statutory standards for patentability and patent scope. Particular suggestions include raising the budgets of patent offices so that they can hire more examiners, taking advantage of the knowledge that companies and private researchers have by giving them more opportunities to initiate post-grant challenges. Another common proposal is to establish a more effective opposition system in which interested third parties could challenge the validity of an issued patent before an administrative patent board. See FTC, supra note 2. See also 2000 United States Patent and
these proposals have been adopted. For example, the seventh recommendation of President Johnson’s commission called for pre-issue publication, which was finally adopted in 1999. Nonetheless, in spite of tremendous efforts to improve the patent system, the already alarming situation has only gotten worse.

While there might be many explanations why the patent system is not functional, one might be particularly worth considering. Empirical studies have cast doubt on innovation as the main reason for patenting, and it is now known that more and more companies are using intellectual property in general and patents in particular as a strategic tool. Studies indicate that most firms rely on patents the least among a variety of methods for protecting the returns from their inventions and that in no industry are patents identified as the most effective appropriability mechanism. Realizing this fact, scholars were curious why more and more patents are being sought if they are not helping most firms to protect their innovation returns. It is now known that firms seek patents under many circumstances, and not only when they wish to protect a newly developed technology from imitation and exploit it commercially. For example, “start-up companies may try to get as many patents as possible because patents can help to persuade venture capitalists to fund young firms.” “Many large companies may want to build up their patent portfolios for the purpose of gaining leverage in licensing or settlement negotiations.” Some companies may use the “patent flooding” strategy to anticompetitively disadvantage rivals by raising their cost. Alternatively, companies may pursue patents in an

---

79. COHEN ET AL., supra note 4, at 8.
80. Id. at 3.
81. Id. at 7, 14.
83. Id.
84. With patent flooding, a firm files a multitude of patent applications that claim minor variations on a competitor’s existing technology. Sri Krishna Sankaran, Patent Flooding in the United States and Japan, 40 IDEA J. L. & TECH. 393 (2000).
85. Id. See also COHEN ET AL., supra note 4, at 4. As the name implies, a raising rivals’ costs strategy generally involves actions by one firm to increase the costs of one or more competitors in order to gain an advantage in the marketplace. The advantage of strategies that raise rivals’ costs over other strategies of unilateral monopolization (such as predatory pricing) is that
effort to block their competitors’ development activities. Some websites that provide general information on patents specifically advise others to “use patents to block competitors,” while some provide “ask yourself such questions as: . . . What patents do we need to block our competitors now and in the future?” Toyota, for example, has filed for patents on more than 2,000 systems and components for its best-selling hybrid Prius in order to cash in on the Obama administration’s tough new fuel-efficiency standards. It was suggested Toyota’s goal is to make it difficult for other auto-makers to develop their own hybrids without seeking licensing from Toyota. Both the Ford Motor Company and Nissan Motor Company have already done so in order to make their hybrid vehicles.

Unlike expansion and broadening of patents rights and inefficiencies of the PTO office, the known fact that patentees widely rely on patents for reasons other than protecting a newly developed technology from imitation and exploiting it commercially has not received as much attention as it should have. If the patent system was not so broken, paying close attention to why patentees rely on patents would not be necessary or justified. However, given that it is fairly easy to obtain a patent, including “questionable” or invalid ones due to the above-stated reasons, and given that it is accepted that most patents have little or no commercial potential/value and the Supreme Court has held that the patentee does not even have a duty to use the granted patent, a patentee can easily obtain a patent and rely on it solely to hurt competitors. When the Framers authorized Congress “To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings...
and Discoveries,” the obvious intention was to create incentives to innovate by enabling inventors to exploit their invention commercially by not allowing free-riding and unjust imitation from competitors. It was not a constitutional intention to enable patentees to use the patent system as an incentive to deliberately hurt competitors by purposely blocking their development or raising their cost, without any concomitant advance in the “Progress of Science and useful Arts.” Unfortunately, it appears that is what the patent system is turning into, which clearly creates a conflict with antitrust laws and is extremely detrimental to innovation for numerous reasons. For example, such a massive reliance on patents for “illegitimate reasons” inherently increases the number of issued patents, which, as described above, has proven to have negative effects on competition and innovation in and of itself. Needless to say, the time and money spent on developing and filing for these “illegitimate” patents designed to hurt competitions could have been better spent on developing new and genuine inventions capable of promoting “Progress of Science and useful Arts.”

One might argue that finding an optimal level of patent protection and enhancing the efficiency of the patent application process will preclude patentees from relying on patents for “illegitimate” reasons, but that is unlikely to be the case. As some commentators have correctly suggested “patents are either too weak or too strong.”91 The U.S. has traditionally favored strong protection of intellectual property rights and, given that intellectual property is proudly considered a key driver of the U.S. economy, the process is unlikely to change to a degree that will make it impossible for patentees to rely on patents for improper reasons.92 Along the same lines, the patent application process will never be as efficient as it would need to be to preclude patentees from relying on patents for improper purposes. As explained by Professor Dreyfuss in her testimony before a House subcommittee:

[s]ome bad patents always have issued and always will issue. Examiners are human; the information needed to properly assess patentability is not always available to them. And to be candid, not every invention has the kind of commercial potential that merits the

91. Ghosh, supra note 8.
expenditure of vast resources and improper patents will always be issued.93

The following section of the article will explore alternative opportunities capable of precluding reliance on patents for solely “illegitimate” reasons and leading to a proper balance between the patent system and antitrust laws.

IV. PROPOSED ADJUSTMENTS

A. Pre-Grant: Competition Policy with a Focus on Antitrust Intent Must Be Considered in an Initial Patent Application and the Applicant’s Interview with the PTO.

In a fairly recent patent case, DiscoVision Associates v. Disc Manufacturing Inc., a district court held that a firm’s right to even file patent applications was qualified, “subject to abuse and antitrust scrutiny.”94 However, under the current patent system, issues related to a patentee’s subjective intent for patenting do not come up in patent applications, or during the applicant’s interview with the PTO, as the PTO is only interested in whether the patent application meets all statutory standards for patentability.95 The competition policy is not considered in the initial review of patent applications. This paper argues that it should be. This is not to suggest that antitrust authorities should be involved in initial review of patent applications. For several reasons, such as a lack of relevant technical expertise and limited resources, it has been suggested that competition authorities should not assume responsibilities related to the initial review of patent applications, but should assist the PTO in improving the patent granting process through informal cooperation designed to foster greater mutual understanding of each other’s fields.96

However, while it would not be practicable for competition authorities to participate in the initial review of patent applications for the reasons stated above, there is no valid reason why competition policy should not be considered in the initial review of patent applications, given that at least one court has held that a firm’s right to even file patent applications is qualified, “subject to abuse and antitrust scrutiny,” and the notion that “reconciling intellectual property and competition policy requires recognizing that intellectual property law is a form of competition policy.” I am not proposing that the PTO consider the potential effect on the market before granting the patent. Such inquiry would be overly time consuming, expansive, and speculative. However, the PTO should make an inquiry into the patentee’s motives for patenting in order to evaluate whether the patentee has an anticompetitive intent.

Obtaining a patent is a qualified privilege fairly analogous to obtaining a visa to enter the United States. In both instances, a qualified privilege is granted for a certain period of time only if an applicant meets all statutory requirements to obtain a privilege and, subsequently, it must act strictly within the bounds of its statutory rights to maintain the privilege. For years, one of the most pressing issues in the immigration law was using temporary visitors’ visas, such as a B-2 tourist visa or an F-1 student visa, to permanently immigrate to the United States. Consequently, appropriate legislation was enacted, and the visa applicant’s intent is now an important part of visa application process for most temporary visas. The consular or port officials are

98. Ghosh, supra note 8, at 345.

that study a country’s patenting system to determine whether and how it is causing any undue problems, and holding seminars or hearings in which academics, public and private sector practitioners, and industry participants come together to discuss problems and possible improvements to IP policies. Id. Some scholars have joined in the call for competition and patent officials to meet regularly to share information and views about whether patents are having desirable effects and how matters might be improved by easing or tightening patent examination policies and processes. See generally James Langenfeld, Intellectual Property and Antitrust: Steps Toward Striking a Balance, 52 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 91 (2001).
required to assess whether a visa applicant has impermissible immigrant intent, and if they develop a “reasonable belief” that a visa applicant has such intent, the visa applicant can be denied admission to the United States.\textsuperscript{101} The courts have clarified the concept of dual intent and immigration intent, as a whole line of immigration law cases have made a distinction between “fixed” immigrant intent, which is prohibited, with a mere desire to permanently stay in the United States if possible, which is not prohibited.\textsuperscript{102} Similar standards and inquiry should be implemented in the patent system, as the patent system is currently facing a similar conceptual problem: patentees are using the patent system for unintended purposes. This is not to suggest that the patent applicant should be denied what appears to be a perfectly valid patent if there are some concerns as to why the patent is sought. However, if the patent officer develops a “reasonable belief” that a patentee is seeking a patent for reasons other than protecting a newly developed invention and has a “fixed” antitrust intent, not merely a desire to hurt competitors if possible, such patent application should be very closely scrutinized, and more information should be requested from the applicant.

INA, was originally created in 1952. Before the INA, a variety of statutes governed immigration law but were not organized in one location. The McCarran-Walter Bill of 1952, Public Law No. 82-414, collected and codified many existing provisions and reorganized the structure of immigration law. The Act has been amended many times over the years, but is still the basic body of immigration law. U.S. DEP’T OF HOMELAND SEC [DHS], Immigration and Nationality Act, U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES, available at http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis/menuitem.eb1d4c2a3e5b9ac892436a7543b361a/?vgnextchannel=f3829c7755cb9010VgnVCM10000045f3d6a1RCRD&vgnextoid=f3829c7755cb9010VgnVCM10000045f3d6a1RCRD (last visited Oct. 11, 2010). See also DHS, TEMPORARY MIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES: NONIMMIGRANT ADMISSIONS UNDER U.S. IMMIGRATION LAW 75-76 (Jan. 2006), available at http://www.uscis.gov/files/nativedocuments/Nonimmigrants_2006.pdf (last visited Feb. 27, 2010).

101. \textit{See Bureau of Consular Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, Visa Denials, supra note 99 (explaining INA § 214(b)).}

102. After the INA was first enacted in 1952, courts have developed the concept of immigration intent. \textit{See Bong Youn Choy v. Barber}, 279 F.2d 642, 645-46 (9th Cir. 1960) (finding even though an alien wanted to finish his and his children’s education in America, he only intended to stay temporarily as a visitor unless he could arrange a permanent legal stay). \textit{See also Browell v. Carija}, 254 F.2d 78, 80 (D.C. Cir. 1957) (finding nonimmigrant who entered for travel through the United States “does not become an unlawful entrant because he entertains a desire, purpose or intent to remain here if the laws of the country permit him to do so. Such a purpose, so limited, could at best be only a hope”); Chryssikos v. Comm. of Immigration, 3 F.2d 372, 375 (2d Cir. 1924) (finding that when a new bride entered the United States on a visitor’s visa with her permanent resident husband, she intended to depart when her visa expired, and to return only after her husband became a citizen). In the case \textit{Lauvik v. INS}, 910 F.2d 658, 660, 662 (9th Cir. 1990), the judge reversed the denial of an E-2 for an applicant who expressed the desire to immigrate but did not intend to immigrate if not permitted.
While one might argue that it might be nearly impossible to find such antitrust intent, it is hard to imagine that it would be any harder than finding an intent to form an agreement to fix prices or divide the territory in antitrust law, finding immigrant intent in visa applicants, or finding discriminatory intent against a protected class in constitutional law. In addition to straightforward questioning of an applicant, there are varieties of factors that an examiner can consider in finding antitrust intent. To begin with, because it is known that the reliance on patents significantly varies from industry to industry, the examiner can consider whether the patent is sought in an industry where patents are not commonly used and whether the applicant’s legitimate purposes could have been served by alternative means. Such inquiries are not foreign to courts. Furthermore, the examiner can consider whether the patentee already has other patents in the same field concerning the same or a substantially similar invention. If so, the examiner can inquire into the apparent commercial value of such patents and how/if the patentee used those other patents. Considering competition policy with the focus on antitrust intent in initial review of patent applications will inherently put the patent applicants on notice that relying on patents for primarily anticompetitive reasons will not be tolerated. While the patent applicants may still try to “abuse” the patent system, the patent applicants will have to do much more in order to do so. Informal cooperation with antitrust authorities designed to foster greater mutual understanding of each other’s fields would be particularly helpful to patent officers in the context of antitrust intent, as antitrust authorities have tremendous experience with finding impermissible antitrust intent.

B. Post-Grant: Intent Standards Must Be More Objective Across the Board and Antitrust Must Play a More Meaningful Role.

One reason that enables patentees to rely on patents for “illegitimate” reasons is the current state of law on the role of subjective intent in patents. The role of subjective intent in patents has been debated in years past, and it has been on the table in many cases. The

103. See COHEN ET AL., supra note 4, at 4.
104. In United States v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 391 U.S. 244 (1968), the court questioned United Shoe’s acquisitions of patents, which suggests legitimate purposes could have been served by alternative means.
105. For example, in United Shoe, the court questioned United Shoe’s acquisitions of patents, suggesting legitimate purposes could have been served by alternative means. Id. Similarly, in Kobe, Inc. v. Dempsey Pump Co., 198 F.2d 416, 423-24, 430 (10th Cir. 1952), cert. denied, 344
prevailing view on the role of subjective intent in patents has been articulated in Independent Service Organizations Antitrust Litigation (Xerox)\textsuperscript{106} where the court made it clear that in the absence of any illegal tying, fraud on the PTO, or sham litigation, the patentee’s subjective intent for obtaining a patent or enforcing its statutory rights is largely irrelevant.\textsuperscript{107} The court’s approach in Xerox appears sound as far as it goes. If the patent holder has a valid patent and does not engage in “illegal acts,” inquiry into patentee’s subjective intent for enforcing its statutory rights is neither necessary nor justified. To hold otherwise would inherently weaken the patent system. Nevertheless, the issue of subjective intent in patents is far from settled. That is so because intent standards to find those “illegal acts,” fraud for example, that would then justify inquiry into the patentee’s subjective intent are set too high and are highly subjective. The fairly recent decision in Dippin’ Dots,\textsuperscript{108} after In re Bilski\textsuperscript{109} arguably the second most controversial patent case in recent history, is a good example of inadequacy and inefficiency of intent standards in patent law that inherently increase expected costs from legal errors.

The Dippin’ Dots case arose out of a patent dispute between Dippin’ Dots and its former distributors.\textsuperscript{110} Dippin’ Dots was the holder of a patent covering a method for making a form of cryogenically

\textsuperscript{106} In re Indep. Serv. Orgs. Antitrust Litig. (Xerox), 203 F.3d 1322, 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2000).

\textsuperscript{107} Id. It is important to note that Xerox case was decided three years after Image Technical Services v. Eastman Kodak Co. (Kodak), 125 F.3d 1195 (9th Cir. 1997) reached an opposite decision. At issue in Kodak was refusal to license patented works. The court ruled that absent a legitimate “business justification,” unilateral conduct by the owner of intellectual property, including a refusal to sell or license, may violate the antitrust laws if it adversely affects competition. The Court found that Kodak’s subjective intent to exclude competition from independent service organizations was the real reason for Kodak’s conduct and, thus, Kodak’s “business justification” disappeared. Id. It is important to note that Kodak has not been followed by other courts and commentators have widely criticized it, although some commentators have endorsed this decision. Xerox, 203 F.3d at 1326-27.

\textsuperscript{108} Dippin’ Dots, Inc. v. Mosey, 476 F.3d 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2007).

\textsuperscript{109} In re Bilski, 545 F.3d 943 (Fed. Cir. 2008).

\textsuperscript{110} Dippin’ Dots, 476 F.3d at 1341.
prepared beaded novelty ice cream products. When several of Dippin’ Dots’ former distributors terminated their relationship with Dippin’ Dots in order to compete against it, Dippin’ Dots initiated a series of patent infringement lawsuits against its new competitors. The distributors defended on the grounds of inequitable conduct and a Walker Process counterclaim under section 2 of the Sherman Act based on undisputed facts relating to omission of information from the patent application regarding certain prior sales from the patent at issue that would render the patent invalid. In particular, Dippin’ Dots included a sworn statement in its patent application claiming that “the initial sales were in March of 1988,” while it was undisputed that sales were made in 1987; the 1987 sales were not disclosed by Dippin’ Dots in its application to the PTO. Under the Patent Act, sales made more than one year before the patent priority date trigger the on-sale bar.

The doctrine of inequitable conduct and the Walker Process claim essentially operate as defenses in patent infringement lawsuits. The judicially created doctrine of inequitable conduct is the patent system’s response to invalid patents procured by deceptive conduct before the PTO. The Walker Process claim is its antitrust equivalent based on the Supreme Court’s holding that a claim under section 2 of the Sherman Act could be maintained against the holder of a patent who obtained that patent through fraud on the Patent Office, assuming all other elements of a section 2 monopolization claim are met. While both defenses require a showing that the patent holder intentionally misrepresented or failed to disclose material information to the PTO, the primary distinction between the affirmative defense of inequitable conduct and a claim for Walker Process fraud is the heightened standard for materiality and intent for the latter. However, while the inequitable conduct defense merely denies the enforcement of a patent

111. Id. at 1340. Specifically, the patented method was for preparing, storing and serving a free flowing, frozen alimentary dairy product comprising six separate steps. Id.
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117. See Walker Process Equip., Inc. v. Food Mach. & Chem. Corp., 382 U.S. 172 (1965). The United States Supreme Court held that a claim under section 2 of the Sherman Act could be maintained against the holder of a patent who obtained that patent through fraud on the Patent Office, assuming all other elements of a section 2 monopolization claim are met. Id. at 177.
118. Dippin’ Dots, 476 F.3d at 1346 (citing Nobelpharma AB v. Implant Innovations, Inc., 141 F.3d 1059, 1069 (Fed. Cir. 1998)).
that was procured by unclean hands, a successful *Walker Process* claim
denies the enforcement of a patent procured by unclean hands and
subjects the patentee to antitrust liability, including treble damages.\(^{119}\)
Therefore, although the difference between inequitable conduct and
*Walker Process* fraud claims seems merely technical, and the two claims
very often arise in the same matter and are supported by the same
evidence, the practical difference between the two claims is tremendous.

The jury in *Dippin’ Dots* found for distributors and upheld both the
inequitable conduct defense and *Walker Process* counterclaim.\(^{120}\) On
appeal, the Federal Court also upheld distributors inequitable conduct
defense.\(^{121}\) The court first found that omission of prior sales was
material because the PTO would not have issued the patent if the 1987
festival sales had been disclosed.\(^{122}\) The court then turned to the
question of intent and found that although the evidence of Dippin’ Dots’
intent to deceive the examiner was “not particularly strong,” the court
was allowed “to balance the relatively weak evidence of intent together
with the strong evidence that [Dippin’ Dots’] omission was highly
material to the issuance of the ‘156 patent and to find that on balance,
inequitable conduct had occurred.”\(^{123}\) However, the court did not
uphold the *Walker Process* counterclaim.\(^{124}\) The court did find that
omission of the 1987 festival sales met the heightened standard of
materiality for *Walker Process* claim.\(^ {125}\) Nonetheless, the court found
that omission of the festival sales, which was sufficient to prove intent
for purposes of inequitable conduct, was not sufficient to prove the
heightened standard of deceptive intent for *Walker Process* fraud.\(^{126}\)
The court refused to balance the high materiality of omission against the
lesser showing of deceptive intent, as it did to find inequitable

increase the damages up to three times the amount found or assessed.”); 35 U.S.C. § 285 (2000)
(“The court in exceptional cases may award reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party.”).
\(^{120}\). *Dippin’ Dots*, 476 F.3d at 1342 (“The jury also found that both Jones and Schickli had,
with intent to deceive, made material misrepresentations or omissions in violation of the duty of
candor to the PTO. It also determined that defendants Mini Melts, Inc. and Frosty Bites
Distribution had proven all required elements of their antitrust counterclaim, including the requisite
fraud on the PTO.”).
\(^{121}\). *Id.* at 1346.
\(^{122}\). *Id.* at 1347.
\(^{123}\). *Id.* at 1346.
\(^{124}\). *Id.* at 1348.
\(^{125}\). *Id.* at 1347.
\(^{126}\). *Id.* at 1348.
conduct. The court viewed the Walker Process claim as a “sword” and inequitable conduct as a mere “shield” and held that in order to use a “sword” Walker Process claimants had to prove intent to deceive the examiner independently. Nevertheless, the court held that omissions can form a basis for a Walker Process claim but, again, claimants had to affirmatively show separate actual evidence of Dipp’ Dots’ fraudulent intent. The court cited Nobelpharma case as a sole example of the kind of facts necessary to prove Walker Process fraud by omission.

In Nobelpharma, the patent applicant had included a prior art reference in a draft, but then deleted that reference from its final application. The evidence of the actual deletion of the prior art reference by the applicant’s patent agent was sufficient grounds for the jury to find intent to defraud.

Scholars were quick to criticize Dipp’ Dots on the basis that it both goes too far and it does not go far enough. Those who claim that it goes too far point out that it unjustifiably expands inequitable conduct doctrine by allowing interference of deceptive intent without any evidential support. Those who claim that it does not go far enough argue that it precludes meaningful role of antitrust in the patent system. On one hand, Dipp’ Dots does suggest that omission of highly material facts will lead to an inference of deceptive intent sufficient to prove inequitable conduct, even if the omission is purely innocent and in good faith. On the other hand, Dipp’ Dots also suggests that omissions, however material, cannot lead to an inference of deceptive intent sufficient to prove Walker Process fraud, even if omission is intentional and in bad faith. Regardless of which position is more plausible, one fact is certain: both positions clearly indicate that there is a probability of error that a purely innocent actor can be found “guilty” of wrongdoing and a wrongdoer can escape a meaningful punishment. The cost of error can be tremendous. That is so because
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the error can lead to over deterrence costs if it causes potential patentees to go way beyond the feasible level of precaution in order to avoid potential penalties for material omissions. At the same time, the error can also lead to under deterrence costs if patentees discount the likelihood of ever being subjected to rigorous antitrust liability for even intentional omissions due to the fact that a “sword” provided by the Walker Process claim will not be available to alleged infringers. As some have suggested, if the only punishment for intentional omission is to merely “return” the patent, that is unlikely to deter future intentional omissions, just as if the only punishment for robbing the bank would be to require a robber to return the money, that would unlikely deter future robberies. Consequently, the patentees will not be discouraged to rely on patents for “improper reasons,” which can ultimately lead to an even higher number of valid and invalid patents that inherently hurt competition and stifle innovation.

This highly controversial case clearly illustrates the inadequacy and inefficiency of intent standards in patents. It is precisely the type of approach to intent that was rejected by Cass and Hylton in their extensive and widely-cited study on the role of intent analysis in antitrust law, but they have specifically acknowledged that their framework applies to other areas of law as well. Cass and Hylton rejected the two extreme normative positions on the role of intent: the view that intent should play no role in legal analysis, and the view that intent should be determined for most purposes by a subjective inquiry. The court in Dippin’ Dots, however, seemed to follow these two extreme normative positions. On one hand, intent played no role in finding of inequitable conduct as the court focused solely on the high materiality of omitted fact without any regard to intent to deceive. On the other hand, the court sought highly subjective evidence of the patentee’s state of mind, such as the evidence in Nobelpharma, to find Walker Process claim and subject the patentee to antitrust damages. Cass and Hylton rejected the two normative positions and argued in favor of a more

137. There are also administrative or litigation costs as alleged infringers will likely seek a “shield” provided by inequitable conduct defense in virtually every case involving omissions. See Wasserman, supra note 133.
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objective approach to intent finding that objective approach to intent ultimately leads to minimizing the expected costs from legal errors. In particular, they have argued that an “objective specific intent” should be the proper intent standard in antitrust and other areas of law. Their definition of “objective specific intent” provides in part:

[T]he term specific intent is not synonymous with subjective intent, although the two are frequently used as synonyms both in antitrust law and in other fields. A “subjective intent” standard requires the plaintiff to produce evidence of the defendant’s actual state of mind. In contrast, we use specific intent here to describe an inquiry conducted on the basis of objective evidence. Rather than asking for direct evidence of what the defendant had in mind, the objective approach asks what state of mind can reasonably be attributed to the defendant in light of his actions.

Such an objective approach to intent would be particularly useful in patents because it would allow courts to consider a variety of available “external” factors to determine what state of mind could reasonably be attributed to the defendant in light of his actions. These “external” factors, such as the type of industry, the commercial potential/value of the patent, and the patentees’ conduct in relation to the use or non-use of the patent, could help courts to inquire into the patentee’s motives for patenting. In turn could explain the patentee’s state of mind by suggesting, for example, a lack of mistake or knowledge in omissions and misrepresentations that would otherwise negate intent to deceive, as was the case in Dippin’ Dots. Consequently, that would open the door for a more meaningful role of antitrust in post-grant issues and enable it to confidently swing its “swords” in the right direction without a fear of causing innocent “casualties.” All together, by adopting a more objective approach to intent in patents across the board, the courts would be better positioned to minimize the cost from legal errors, to deter future misconducts and, ultimately, to start putting an end to reliance on patents for solely “illegitimate” reasons without causing genuine innovators undue hardship.

143. Cass & Hylton, supra note 139, at 742.
144. Id. at 659.
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V. CONCLUSION

The notion that the patent system and antitrust laws are in conflict has long been dismantled as it is now accepted that the two laws ultimately have the same goals: promoting innovations and enhancing consumer welfare. Nonetheless, the proper balance between the two laws is far from being found. As this article has illustrated, the patent system is currently more of an obstacle to innovation and competition than their promulgator. It is not only in crisis, it is so broken that it practically enables patentees to rely on patents for solely anticompetitive reasons without any concomitant advance in the “Progress of Science and useful Arts,” and studies show that patentees are not reluctant to do so.147 The broken patent system cannot be fixed with chewing gum and duct tape. Any meaningful attempt to improve the current state of the patent system will have to recognize an overlooked fact that patentees seek patents under many circumstances, rather than only when they wish to protect a newly developed technology from imitation and exploit it commercially. This article has argued in favor of a more extensive inquiry into the patentee’s subjective intent for patenting, which is fairly limited under the current law in both pre-grant and post grant issues. In particular, this article has suggested that the competition policy with a focus on antitrust intent should be considered in the initial review of patent applications, and the approach to intent standards in post-grant issues must be more objective across the board, so that antitrust’s “swords” can be used more often in patent cases involving allegations of a patentee’s misconduct in order to deter future misconducts, start putting an end to reliance on patents for “illegitimate reasons” and, ultimately, minimize the cost from legal errors. However, it is important to note that this article does not suggest by any means that antitrust competition authorities should assume responsibilities in the initial review of patent applications or that the patentee’s “improper” subjective intent for patenting should make a perfectly valid patent unenforceable. The article has argued, however, that although subjective intent for patenting should not be viewed as a red light at the intersection between the patent system and antitrust laws, it must be an important arrow that directs the traffic when other signs are invisible, as was the case in Dippin’ Dots.

147. See generally COHEN ET AL., supra note 4.